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.{bstract
-\'lany analysts investigating environmental and energl issues in developing countries.

:lowever lran as a major producer and exporter of oil is dffirent.
The efforts to contuct indusftial analyses to determine energ/ efficient low-pollution

sectors in which to invest is misdirected for two reasions .First,some sectors may,on the

surface appear to be very energ/-conserving and consequently, create only low levels of
tollution because analyst consider only the direct inputs into production process.lf analysls
:onsider only energt inputs through use of an inpuhoutput table,however they may find
that "green" firm,in faet, "brown"firm .Second, The narrow facus of most on
evironmenlal analyeses on firm in a particular location rather than on the entire supplv
chain serving thefirm is misdirected.

ln this paper we examine these aspects and present several examples from our research
an energ) intensity in the Far East,and show how Structural Decomposition Analysis
ISDA)of the sectors can help determine the source of the changes in energt intensity.Also
we examine the supply chain serving firm which otherwise could lead to misdirected
concerns.
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Introduction
Many analysts are investigating environmental and energy issues in
developing countries. For Iran, of course, oil is the main focus of affention. I
maintain that, in most cases, the efforts to conduct industrial analyses to

determine enerry-efficient, low-pollution sectors in which to invest are being

misdirected for two reasons. Firit, some sectors may, on the surface, appear

to be very energy-conserving and, consequently, create only low levels of
pollution, because analysts consider only the direct inputs into the production

process. If analysts also consider indirect energy inputs through use of an

input-output table, however, they may find that "green" firms, in fact, are

"brown" firms. This is not such an unusual finding for those of us immersed

in input-output types of analyses. What is surprising is the number of
analysts and policy makers who overlook the need to use the input-output
framework to conduct systematic analyses concerning energy-conserving

sectors. I present several examples from our research on energy intensity
(energy consumption per unit of output) in the Far East and show how a

Structural Decomposition Analysis (SDA) of the sectors can help determine

the source of the changes in energy intensity.
My second reason for believing that some of the current energy and

environmental research efforts are misdirected concerns the narrow focus of
most environmental analyses on firms in a particular location rather than on

the entire supply chain serving the firm. Input-output analysts know many of
the most sophisticated input-output models and techniques, but few of them

have investigated the supply chains for one or more of the commodities they

intend to study. By using input-output and supply-chain techniques in

combination, analysts have a robust set of tools to examine socio-economic
sustainability issues. I illustrate in this paper some of the ways we have been

integrating them to conduct energy and environmental analyses in the

People's Republic of China (China) both at the local and the global levels.

Some analysts have used one or the other ofthese techniques, but I show how

by combining them, analysts can obtain more detailed and appropriate results

than at present.

Comparison of China and Iran
China and Iran are two countries with enormous amounts of fossil-fuel

reserves, but they represent almost exact opposites in several ways. First,

China has coal, and Iran has mainly oil and gas. China's coal reserves are
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estimated to be five trillion tonnes, with proven reserves of one trillion
tonnes, sufficient to last the country for many years and representing I I
percent of total world reseryes of coal, with the United States and the Soviet
Union each representing 25 percent [http://www.platts.com/features/
cleancoal/ china.shtml]. The world's known reserves of coal are sufficient to
last about 250 years at present rates of production [http://www.eia.doe.gov/
neic/infosheets/coalreserves.htm].

The Iranian fossil-fuel proven reserves include the following:

[http ://r.vr.vr.v.eia.doe. gov/ erneulcabsliran.lrtml]
L Proven oil reserves of99 billion barrels, representing about 9.0% of

the world total, l2o/o of the OPEC (Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries) total, and over l4Yo of the Middle East total.
(Table 1).

2. Proven natural gas reserves of 24 trillion cubic meters, which are the
second largest gas reserves in the world, representing l5Yo of the
world total (Table 2).

3. Only an extremely small amount of proven coal reserves, namely, 13

billion tonnes, compared to China's one trillion tonnes.
A second major difference between China and Iran is what has been

happening since the late 1970s in terms of changes in energy intensity. One
of the driving forces for my research in China has been to determine the
factors behind the rapid decline in energy intensity in the country, especially
when compared with other developing countries. Between 1978 and 1997,
energy intensity (measured as energy consumption per unit of gross

domestic product) has declined by about 50% in China (Figure I ). As we
see in the figure, this decline occurred not only in China as a whole, but also
in Shanxi Province, which produces over 25 percent of the total coal in
China and which has many energy-intensive industries. Although the energy
intensity decreased in both from 1978-1997, the index for Shanxi Province is
always about twice that of China's, partially reflecting the many energy-
intensive industries, such as cokemaking, brick making, and cement making
located in the region.

Given the abundance of oil and gas in Iran, I examined how the energy-
intensity index in Iran of 1.03, where Syria's index is used as the reference
point, compares to that in other major oil-producing countries (Table 3).
Orlly Nigeria, with an intensity of 2.75, has a higher index than Iran. In
fact, Iran and Nigeria are the only countries for which the energy-intensity
index is higher than in Syria. Iraq (0.99) has an index close to Syria's.
Saudi Arabia (0.76) and Venezuela (0.71) have a lower energy-intensity
index than Iran, but even their indices are higher than that for Russia (0.57)
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and Kuwait (0.56). I emphasize that this is an index compared with Syria
and not the actual energy intensity oflran.

Concerning energy intensity itself, according to the case study of Iran,
prepared by the World Energy Council (http://rywrv.r.vorldenerg-_r,-.orgA,r:9c:
ggtg_/"publications/rypo ), "Iran is one of the few
oil producing and exporting countries in the world to carry out programs for
improving the energy efficiency of the different consuming sectors." This
effort does not seem to be reflected by the data. In Iran, the energy intensity
has increased, rather than decreased, since 1970 (Figure 2). In fact, it has
tripled during this time period, which is in sharp contrast to the approximate
50Y, decrease in energy intensity in China.

The energy intensity in most developing countries has been increasing or
remaining constant, while that in the United States and other industrialized
countries has been decreasing. The decline in china is dramatic, especially
when compared with the energy-intensity trend in India (Figure 3).
Although I do not know the detailed factors causing the steady increase in
energy intensity in Iran, I will explain what we have determined are leading
reasons for the decline in China.

Energy-Intensity in China
For the past ten years, members of my multiregional planning research team
and I have been examining the energy-intensity issue in China, both at the
national and the provincial levels. We are finding that the decreases in
energy intensity are occurring in most provinces and most sectors of the
country. As an example, we compared the energy-intensity changes in
China and Shanxi Province, the largest coal producer in China (Figure l).
As noted earlier, the energy-intensity in Shanxi is systematically about
double the comparable figure for China, but in both cases, it has dectined
systematically since 1978. Even so, it is still high compared with industrialized
countries, indicating that important policy measures for clean-coal
technology and other options can be taken to help reduce it further.

We began the examination of factors affecting energy-intensity changes
by using a simple shift-share technique and applying it to the changes in
energy use in China (Lin and Polenske, 1993). In the early 1990s, most
Chinese analysts indicated that the decline was caused by the supposed shift
in production from energy-intensive to energy-conserving industries, but our
results indicated that technological change was the primary cause. As we
will note below, other analysts concurred with our results. We still did not
know what would happen over time, nor between provinces. We then used
two national input-output tables for China, one for 1981 and one for 1987,
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and applied the Structural Decomposition Analysis (SDA) technique I
describe below (Lin and Polenske, 1995). We again concluded that mLrch of
the reduction in energy-intensity in China is due to changes in technology,
some of which were encouraged by the opening of the collntry to or:tside
investments in the late i970s.

Although results from other analysts verify our findings. until recently
they have exantined only national energy intensities. One of the most recent
studies, however, is by Fisher-Vanden, Jefferson, Liu, and Tao (2002), who
have looked at regional energy-intensity effects with an ecouometric
approach. As was expected, they find differences among the regions, but
they have looked only at three recent years and have not examined any
sector in depth.

Our multiregional research team rnembers seem to be the only ones
conducting systematic in-depth analyses of regions. After our 1995 study,
our next step was to apply the same technique at the provincial level, r_rsing

as our first case, Shanxi Province, which prodr.rces aver 25Yo of the total coal
in Clrina, and coal still represents about "75Yoof total energy consumption in
China. In addition to using the SDA technique to examine the changes
between China and Shanxi Province (Shirvani-Mahdavi, 1999), rve have also
used the technique to examine the changes in Shanxi Province over time
(Guo, 2000).

Over the next 10 years, we do not expect petroleum to represent a rnajor
pofiion o1'the energ)'coltsurnption in China, although autorrobiles and other
vehicles are being used increasingly. As of 1993, China became a net oil
importer, but oil still represents a small amount of China's total cnergl, use.
Natural gas production has increased dranratically in China dr.rring the past
10 years, and we think the trend will continue, r,r,ith several rnajor cities,
such as Tianjin and Beijing now being almost completely convefied from
coal to natural gas for household use. We anticipate continlled efforts by
Chinese policy makers in developing energy-conservation technologies and
in proposing many different ways to reduce energy use, while maintaining a

rapid growth of 7 percent or more per annum in GDP.

Research Overview
In reviewing energy-intensiry- studies of other analysts, we have found no
published analyses of the regional disparities in energy-intensity reductions
and the factors affecting the disparities. Instead, analysts, such as Sinton and
Levine (1994). Sinton, Levine, Fridley, Yang, and Lin (1999), Sinton and
Fridley (2000), Zhang (1995, 2001). and Jorgenson, Garbaccio, and Ho
(1999) focus on the national energy intensity. Those analysts conducting

i
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regional studies in China focus on differences in regional per capita income
(Fan, 1995; Lin and Ma,1994; Wei, 2000; Yusuf and Wu, 1999; Zhao and

Tong, 2000), rather than on spatial changes and changes in spatial energy

and environmental policies that affect energy use. Most important, analysts
have not tried to construct integrated tools of analysis, whereas technology
issues often affect transportation and other aspects of the economy. Our
research is therefore based upon four sets ofliterature: (l) Extended Input-
Output Table Analyses (EIOTA), (2) Geographic-Information-System
Transportation Analyses (GISTA), (3) Supply-Chain Analysis Framework
(SCAF), (4) Structural-Decomposition Analyses (SDA), and Spatial and

Temporal Structural-Decomposition Analyses (SSDA and TSDA).
Extended Input-Output Table Analyses
Professor Chen Xikang, one of my collaborators on our research in China,
conducted the first Extended Input-Output Table Analyses (EIOTA) for
China in the late 1980s (Chen, 1990). He and his colleagues have collected
information on the labor, capital, and land inputs for each sector and have

used these extended tables for several important examinations of economic
changes in China (Chen, Pan. and Yang, 1999). Two of their most current
studies have been used the extended tables to examine the rural economy in
China (Chen et a1., 1992) and the water-shortage problem in North China
(Chen,2000).

Geographic-Information System Transportation Analyses
In our Alliance for Global Sustainability (AGS) research, we initially
developed a simple Net-Flow Model to examine the flows of coal to the coke
plant and of coke to the final consumer (Kraines, Akatsuka, Crissman,
Polenske, and Komiyama, forthcoming). This model, however, is not based

on a Geographic Information System (GIS) framework. Previous
transportation analysts have constructed GIS models for developing
countries. Examples include (l) the GIS based planning support system for
transportation planning and infrastructure and management in Bolivia (GAF
mbH Company for Applied Remote Sensing, 1998), (2) An integrated
planning support system model (Mejia-Navarro and Garcia, 1996), and (3)
an environmental planning-support-system model (MCNC, 2000).By
extending the net-flow model and incorporating a GIS model, Chen Yan
(2003) conducted a GeographicJnformation System Transportation Analyses
(GrsrA)
Supply-Chain Analysis Framework
Also relevant is our work on a Supply-Chain Analysis Framework (SCAF),
which is especially pertinent in today's global economy for the examinatiotl
of investment decision-making, transportation options, industrial and
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regional restructuring, and regulatory planning (Polenske, 2001). Only a few
analysts have studied supply chains from an explicit regional perspective,
i.e., to determine the effect of the chain on a particular region. Supply
chains are considered to be one way for an industry/region to compete in an
increasingly globalized market place (Ellram, 1991; Glasmeier and Kibler,
1996). Depending upon the study objectives, analysts have used four types
of models to design and analyze supply chains: (l) deterministic analytical,
(2) stochastic analytical, (3) economic, and (4) simulation. Many of the
analysts focus primarily on minimizing production and transportation costs
for a single product; others have developed a more complicated global
supply-chain model with multiple facilities, products, stages, time periods,
and transportation modes. They use this to minimize not only production
and transportation costs, but also inventory, materials handling, overhead,
and activity days.

For industrial and regional planning, analysts need to expand the scope of
supply-chain issues by conducting case studies. Polenske, McCormick,
Pereira, and Rockler (1996) are among the first to apply supply chains at a
regional level with a case-study approach. They conducted a case study of
the Chicago metalworking sector. Polenske (2001) has also started to use
the SCAF for her study of the cokemaking sector in Shanxi Province, China.
She and her students have completed a comprehensive case study of three
alternative cokemaking plants in Shanxi Province (Chen, 2000; Polenske,
ed., forthcoming), and she and McMichael (2002\ constructed a hypothetical
process-flow model for an individual plant that had an option of using any of
three types of coke ovens.

Structural-Decomposition-Analysis (SDA) Models
The antecedents of Structural Decomposition Analysis (SDA) are the various
analyses of changes in technologies, such as that by Leontief (1941), using
some of the early U.S. input-output tables. The first formal identity-splitting
derivation is the three-part decomposition of sources of change in air-
pollution emissions performed by Leontief and Ford (1972). Rose and Chen
(1991) extended the derivation to 14 estimating equations, comparable
analytically with that of a neoclassical, two-tier KLEM (capital, labor,
energy, and materials) production function. Overall, SDA has been used in
many applications, including an examination of the sources of change in
intemational trade (e.g., Kanemitsu and Ohnishi, 1989; Chen and Wu, 1995),
technological change (e.g., Zhang,2001; Oosterhaven and van der Linden,
1994), energy use (e.g., Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), 1990; Lin
and Polenske, I 995 ; Shirvani-Mah davi, 1999), workforce requirements (e.9.,
Wolff, 1985; Han, 1995), and development planning (e.g., Siegel, Alwang,
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and Johnson, 1996). These empirical studies have yielded valuable findings
about the success of energy-conservation measures; limitations of import
substitutions; prevalence of changing tastes; pervasiveness of factor
productivity; and importance of skill attainment (Rose and Casler, 1996).

The basic rationale for SDA is to split an identity into, its components
(Rose and Casler, 1996; Casler and Rose, 1998). SDA is an effective tool of
analysis for several reasons. First, it overcomes many of the static feafttres
of input-output models and can be used to examine changes over time and

space in technical coefficients and industrial mix. Second, SDA is a

practical alternative to econometric estimation, requiring only two input-
output tables, one for the initial year and one for the terminal year. Third, its
input-output base provides a comprehensive accounting of all inputs in
production.

Energy is one of the areas where different types of SDA have been used
extensively. Proops (1984) decomposed changes in the energy-output ratio
into three factors: (1) changes in energy intensities, (2) changes in final
demand, and (3) changes in the structure of interindustry trading. Ploger
(1985) assessed the effects of changes in output mix and energy coefficients
on energy consumption in the Danish manufacturing industries. The Office
of Technology Assessment (OTA, 1990) staff performed an SDA on US
energy-use changes between 1972 and 1988. After the shift-share analysis
by Polenske and Lin (1993), Lin and Polenske (1995) and Lin (1996)
developed and used the SDA to explore factors behind the drop in China's
energy intensity between 1981 and 1987. Students working with Polenske
developed the Spatial Structural Decomposition Analysis (SSDA), e.g.

Shirvani-Mahdavi (1999), and the temporal structural decomposition
analysis (TSDA), e.g., Guo (2000), and Pereira (1997) and Polenske,
McCormicklPereira, and Rockler (1996) on SCAF.

In our review of the literature, we found no published work other than
that of our research team on incorporating labor, capital, and land inputs into
the input-output tables, so that they could be used as EIO models for energy
analyses, and we have found only limited work on integrating supply chain,
GIS, and process-flow analyses. We therefore expect the results of our
research to fill an important gap in the spatial-analysis literature. Given that
Iran has nine input-output tables, the SDA technique is a logical one for
analysts to use, along with case studies, to determine,the factors affecting the
rapid increases in energy-intensity in lran.

Spatial Structural-Decomposition Analyses
Analysts can use the Spatial Structural-Decomposition Analysis (SSDA) tool
to compare the technology and demand structures of a nation, province, or
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i . :r- other regional unit. For example, in our work in China, we arc usirrg it
- : -'rrpare changes in errergy intensities over time arrd betrveen the nation
.--: Sharrri and Liaoning provinces. Througlr our anah,ses in Clhina. lve uill
= :b1e to determine the amount of the changes in energy use that are

..::ibutable to technology changes versus ciranges due to shifts in the nrix of
,.ripLrt and final-demand shifts. We are focusiug ou the cokernaking and
.:::lrlaking sector, because they are among the heaviest energy users.

SeIore providing a brief review of the results of that analysis, Iexplain the
SSDA system of equations.

Structural decornposition analysis is a practical tool that makes it possible
::, quantifu fundamental factors of change in a wide range of variables,
,:rcluding economic growth, energv use, employment, trade, and material
:rrtensity of use, employing input-output economics. Because input-output
analvsis is well known to this audience, I rvill only give soine brief
J,rn)ntenls concern ing it.

The empirical basis of input-output analysis is the transactions table.
uhich provides a detailed statistical account of the flou's of goocis and

serr,ices among all the prodLrcing aud corrsrrrr ing sectors ol a gir en

3conomy, that is, among all the various branclres of business, househoids.
and government. Tlre table displal,s not onh'complete details of the incorne
and product accounts, but also all intermediate transactiorrs arnong producers
and purchasers r,r,ithin a consisteut accc'unting fralneu,ork (Polenske and
Fournier 1993).

Using the input-output tables in Chiner, rve decompose tlre final-dernand
shifls into three components: the energy-Lrse diff'erences associatecl u,itlr
changes in the (i) ievel, (2) distribution, and (3) pattern of final dernand.
The level of final demand refers to the overall level of total dernand. lvhich
equals the sum of all final output or expenditures. The distribLrtion of
demand refers to the allocation of total demand among the individLral final-
demand sectors. The pattem of demand refers to the mix of goods and
services within an individual final-demand sector (Lin, 1996). l'able 4
shor'vs the decornposition of the difference in the energy colrsunrption in

China and in a province that an analyst can make.
I show here only the most importar:t SSDA equations that ne use in

China. Using a hybrid energy input-output model (N{iller arrd Blair. l9B5),
we are able to identify two pafts of the energv eonsurnption: interrnrediate
and direct. Intermediate energy consumptiorr is the energy r-rsed or sold
directly to final users, such as households and govemment agencies.
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Table-4. Spatial Structural Decomposition of Energy-Use-Changes

Factor Equation
Final-Demand Difference F[Y - Yn] + e[Y- Yp]n
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Level Effect
Distribution Effect
Pattern Effect

FR MRDR(L - Ln) + eMpDp(L - Ln)n
FnMn(D - Dn)L + eMp(D - Dp)Ln
Fn(M-M$DL+e(M-Mp)DLn

Production-Technology Dffirence [F - FRIY
Energy Inputs eG(AE - AREIGRY
Nonenergy Inputs eG(AN - ARNIGRY

Where e[(I-A)-'- I];
matrix, consisting of ones and zeroes, with ones in the row
locations corresponding to energy sectors and zeroes in all
other elements of the matrix, which is used to select the
energy rows from the input-output table;

I = identiff matrix;
A : matrix of technical coefficients;
Y : vector of final demand (i.e., gross domestic product);
R : subscript that indexes the variable under analysis (in this

case the provinces, or the TVE sector during a given time
period);

n : matrix consisting of ones and zeroes, with ones in the
diagonal locations corresponding to those columns that are
not imports, exports, and inventory changes and zeroes in
all other elements of the matrix. It excludes energy imports,
exports, and inventory changes from calculation of direct
energy consumption;

= (I_A)-r;
: matrix of spending mix of individual final demand sectors;: diagonal matrix with the sectoral distribution of total final
demand on the diagonal;

L: diagonal matrix with the overall total final demand level on
the diagonal;

E : superscript that indexes the direct use of energy inputs like
coal, oil, and electricity; and

N : superscript that indexes the non-energy sectors.

Source: The Multiregional Planning Team at MIT.
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we determine whether energy use in the different regions (or tirne periods)

and sectors are diflerent because of variations in final demand and/or

because of differences in production technology.
We are asking what would happen to the target variable's energy

consumption, if it possessed the same production technology as the reference

variable? Hou'ever, we could have also used another reference point, by

asking what would have happened to the reference variable's energy

consumption, if it used the same production tecltnology as the target

variable? We asked the first question for three reasons' Irirst, China is a

very heterogeneous collntry with plovinces that have extremely cjisparate

energy-intensity levels. As such, asking tire second questioti lvoulcl be

contradictory, because one of ottr primary aims in tliis research is to
understand how much of this dispariqv is due to technological variations
arnong the provinces. The second reasotl is that there have not been many

studies shorving how technologl,transf'er within China could reduce energy

intensity, thus overall energy consumption. Finaily, lve want to analyze the

changes in energy consumption as Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs)
grow in number and play a trarger role in the total output of China.

SDA is a polverful analytical tool becanse both the firral-dernand

differences and production-technology changes iri energy crrnstlnlption can

be decomposed furlher. First, the final-demand difference can be separated

into the three components (leve[, distribution. and pattern). Second. we can

calculate the clifferences in the amounts olenerg.v-lrse clranges originatirrg in

ildividual final-detnand sectors, such as personal consurnptiott, investnlent,

exports, and imports. 'Ihird, we can determine horv cllanges in the purchase

of an individual product or product gror.rp aff'ect ellerg-v cotlsttmption. lhen,
we can calculate how mucit of'the energ)-Llse change clue to final-dernand

differences comes directly'irom purchases of energy prodLrcts and how much

comes ir-rdirectly liom purchases of nonenergy products.

In addition, we can split the production technology into tr.vo portions. The

energy portion represents the direct use of energy inputs, like coal, natural

gas, oil, and electricity, by sector. It measures the energy requirement per

unit of output. The nonenergy porlion contains all the other inputs by

production sectors, such as plastics, steel. and chemical fertilizers. Thus, we

liave an extremely comprehensive analysis of chanqes in energy use, and, if
rve have data and funding, we can do these by proviilce and over time,

We are integrating the SDA technique jusl dis<;tissed with other spatial

analytical techniques, such as a suppil'-chain modei, for our owu use as well
as by scholars and by local and national policy makers interested in energv,

environmental, and transpofiatiou isstles in China. Anaiysts can also use
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suclr an integrated toolkit for analyses of many diverse issues as well in
China, Iran, or in other countries.

Two Important Reseaerch trssues
Many analysts are investigating environmental anci enerEy issues i,
deveioping countries. For Iran, of course, oil is the main focr-ri of attention.
Energv intensirj, in ci:ina, Iran, and other cleveloping countries can be
recluced. To determine rvhich industries to target for those recluctions.
analysts need tools of analvsis like input-oLrtpLrt. Investrnent funds are too
sc:arce to invest in all available errergy-saving technologies. I maintain that,
in most cases, tlre efforts to concluct industrial analyseito cletermine energy-
efficient, low-pollution sectors in rvhich to invest may be rnisdirected for
two reasons.

First- sorne sectors may. on the surface, appear to be extremely e,ergy
conserving and, consequently, create only low levels of pollution, becaui!
analysts consider only the direct inputs into the produttion process. Il
analysts also consider indirect energy inputs through use of an inpLrt-output
table, however, they rnay find that "green" firms, in fact, are "bror.vn,,flrfils.
I use input-output data from Taiwan to illustrate my point. In comparing the
petroleum and electricity inputs into different seitors in Tairvan, iang
(1999) discovered l0 petroleurn-usir-rg and 9 electricity-using seoors r,vith
below-average direct petroleum/electricity input coeificienls but above-
average direct-and-indirect petroleum input coefficienrs in lggl ancl 1991
(Tables 4 and 5). This is not sucrr an unusual finding for those of us
immersed in input-or-rtput types of analyses. what is surprisi,g is the
tiilmber of analysts and policy makers who or.,erlook the neecl to use the
input-outpr-rt framework to conduct systematic anall,ses corcerni.g euergy-
conserving sectors. If an analyst examines rnost inpLrt-output tablei, similir
points can be derived prior even to conducting the inodeling and analysis of
resu lts.

My second reason for believing that some of the current energy ancl
etlvironmental research efforls are misdirecteci concerns the narrow focus of
most environmental analyses on firms in a particular location rather tlran on
the entire supply chain serving the firm. Input-or-rtput analysts know many
of the rnost sophisticated input-output models ancl techniques, but few have
in.,..esiigated the supply chains for one or more of the commoclities they
intend to studl'. By using input-output a'd suppiy-chain tecrrniques in
combination, analysts have a robust set of tools to examine socio-econonric
sustainability issues. we are in the midst of a major investigation in china
of the supply chains for coke and steer i, Shanxi and I-iaoning province. I

l_1

-

Conclur
\\'e belie
manager
plants s
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do not have time to discuss the specifics of this combined tool in this paper,
but I give one example of some of our findings to date.

Some of the team members working rvith us are physicists who measllre
the parliculate pollution in plants and househoids, usirrg battery-operated
monitors. On our first field mission to Shanxi Province in 1998 to study the
energy use and pollution from coke ovens, lve visited a large number of
cokernaking sites along aboLrt 150 kilonteters of the Fen River from Taiy,uan
to Hongtong. At the coke ovens, we recorded relatively high levels of
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAlis), rvhich are ultra fine par'ticulates
of smaller than j micrometer. Our measurernetrts at the plant ranged fi'orn
200 to 1,000 or higher nanograms of parliculates per cubic merer. We
recorded the highest levels at the quenching car after water had been poured
over the hot coke to cool it.

As u,e traveled in an air-conditioned car of the provincial Environmentai
Protection Bureau (EPB) from one plant to another, I was surprised that rny
mobile monitor also rvas registering even higher levels of PAHs than at the
plant. T'he provincial EPB official saicl that rny monitor ntLrst be broken. I

knew it was r.rot, and finally discovered that the higlrest levels airvays
occurred as we follgwed or passed a cliesel truck, rvhiclt happened in that
part of tlie province to be hauling coal or coke. Our team discussed our
findings and decided that in order to develop appropriate environmental
policies, the national and local ofl-icials should consider the entire
cokernaking supply cl-rain from the coal mine to the coke plant and to the
iron and steel mills, which are the major consumers of coke, and finaliy to
autornobile plants and other steel consumers, including exporters. J'hus. rve
have a neec! to study the polh,rtion associated rvith the technologies of
alternative transport modes used to haul coal and coke, as rvell as the coke-
oven technolr:gies, and lve are beginning to study the irou and steelrnaking
plants as w.ell.

By conducting such a supply-chain analysis, we cau use tl-re pollution data
we are collecting to compare the state of the air quality in China with thc air
quality in other locations around the globe. As soon as rve find adciitional
funding, we will be able to cortnect the fine-particle properties rvith rnore
confidence to the air-pollution health effects observed or quoted in different
locations.

Conclusion
We believe thatthe infcrrmation frorn our anall,ses in China r'vill provicle tlie
managers in srnaller Township and Village Enterprise (TVE) coke and steei
plants with much-needed information that the bigger plants and State-Owned
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Enterprises (SoEs) usually already have at their disposal. This information
would give the noflstate-owned plants a better opporlLrnity to compete
effectively against the SOEs in the global market place, especially as
environrnental regulations become more stringent.

In the present phase of ollr research, we are proceeding along the coke
supply chain to study the major users of Shanxi coke, whioh are the iron and
steel plants in Liaoning Province. Northeastern China is the base of national
heary industries. ln Liaoning Province, oities like Benxi and Anshan have
had very bad air quality f,or a long time, partly due to tlre iron- and steel-
making plants in these cities. Parliculate pollution is one of the key
pollutants, and passenger and truck vehicles as r.vell as the plants are emitting
particles that are harrnful to human health. This particulate pollution is
increasing drarnatically in the last several years and will cclntinue in the near
future.

From our summer 2003 field mission to the rnajor iron- and steel-rnaking
plants in that region, we already know that parliculate air pollution, for
example PM10, is very heavy in most of the plants that use BOF- (basic
oxygen furnace) technology without dust-cleaning eqLripment. The PMro
value is normally several tirnes higher than the national standard.
Particularly important is that most of these plants are located in the city or
very near the city. so that large amounts of dust and smoke are emitted in
these heavily populated areas. We also know that the PAH emissions from
diesel trucks or other motor vehicles are extremely high. Until now, the
particulate pollution fiom transpoftation has not been given tlre necessary
attention by local plants and planning officials.

We could use our process-flcrv (Poienske and McMichael. 2002) or
input-outpLrt rnodels to determine the most energy-efficient technology fbr
coke, but we ntay not solve many of the energy and pollLrtion issues unless
we investigate the entire supply chain. Ciren Yan (2003) has just completed
an initial design of a conrbined Geographic lnfonnation Systerri (GlS)
process-flou, model that rve can use for Shanxi Province to examine
alternative cokemaking technologies and the road and rail transporl options.

Based upon our current and past research, I propose therefore tlrat input-
output and supply-chain techniques need to be Lrsed together to study energy
use and pollution for different sectors and regions in a countrv. T'hey are a
powerful and meaningful way of conducting energy and environmental
analyses in China, Iran, and other countries both at the local and the elobal
levels.
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Table-l. Proven Petroleum Reserves for Selected Countries, 1997-2001
(million barrels)

Region/Country 1997 1998 1999 2000 Percent*2001

North Amcrica 30,652.1
Canada 8,635. I

United States 22.017.0

3t.272 3

8.726 3

22,516 0

140.342.1 141.909.2

41 .822 0 47.822.0

74.930.8 76,1 08.,1

67 ,373.9 6'1 .281 4

65,405 0 65,105.0

676.755 3 67'1.&06.2

92,600.0 93,700.0

I12,5000 I12,500.0

96,500.0 96"500.0

261,541 0 261,542.0

75 lq4 7

29,500 0

20,828 0

76,980.5

29.500.0

22.500.0

/14 )ii I

21,000.0

30,146 9 33,065.7 33,345.7
9,|2.9 11,3007 rr.3007

21,034 0 2 r,76i.0 22,045 0

08

1.3

Latrn America

Mexico

Venezuela

Eastern Europe

Fornrer USSR

Middle East

IR Iran

Iraq

Kurvart

Saucli Arabia

Afiica

SP Libyan AJ

Nigeria

'Iotal World

OPEC

OPEC (%,'

Asia and Pacitrc 43.138 2

China 24,000.0

1,052,507.7 1,057.8530

806,079 5 810,144 1

76.6 76.6

123,1035 12.3,7798 123.896 1 0l
28,3990 28.2600 26.941 0 -1.'7

76.848.I ?6.8,+8I 77.6850 1l

67.259 7 67,159 7 66.',790 1 -0 5

65,105.0 65,305 0 65.405.0 0 2

678,7369 691,7539 696,26r.3 0.2

93,100.0 99,530.0 99,080.0 -0.5

I12,5000 I12.5000 I12,5000

96.500.0 96"500.0 96,500 0

262.78+ 0 2b),166.0 262,6e7 o

83,504.0 90,003.9 92,797.1

29,500.0 36,000.0 36,000.0

29,000.0 29,000.0 31,506 0

44,386,8 44,390.s 44,980.0

24,000.0 24,000.0 24,000.0

1.3

1,045,980.9 1,070,686.1 1,074,8502 0.4

818,247.0 84A,537.7 845,411.6 0.6

78.2 78.5 78.7

3t

86

Proven Oil Reserves 199'l-2001. rvith percentage chanite tbr 2000-20C1 in the last column.
Sourcc: OPEC Annual Statistical Bulletin, 2001. p. 31 [http:ihr*u'.opec.org/]
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-Table-Table--2. Proven Natural Gas Reserves for
(billion standard cubic meters)

Selected Countries, 1997-2001

Region/Country
Percent*

1 997 1 998 't 999 20012000

North America
Canada

United States

I-atin America

Mexico

Venezuela

Eastern Europe

l-ormer USSR

Middle East

IR lran

Iraq

Kuwait

Qatar

Saudi Arabia

United Arab Emirates

Africa

Algeria

SP l-ib1'an AJ

Nigeria

Asia and Pacific

Australra

China

lndonesia

Malay'sia

Total World

OPEC

OPEC (%'

6,516.0 6,454.0
t,84 1.0 1,809.0

4.735.0 4.645 0

8.080.3 8,172.6

1,796.9 1.760.0

4,120 8 4.147.5

57,740 8 57.301.8

57,100.0 56.682 0

49,794.6 53.406.0

2i,000.0 24.100.0

j,l88 0 3.188.0

1,490.0 1,482.0

8.500.0 I 0,900.0

5,882 0 6,068.0

6.063 0 s,996.0

10"634.1 10,791.0

4.077.0 1,077.0

1.314 0 1,315 0

3.483.0 3.5 I 0.0

14,3320 1,1.198.0

3.280 0 3,310.0

l,199 0 I,200.0

3,902.0 3,650.0

2.164.0 ?,410 0

154,3 14 l t57.470.6

65,019.rJ 68,413 5

42. t 43.5

6,71t.0 7 ,041 7

1,718.0 1,691 7

5,023.0 5,350.0

8,038.7 8.082 2

835 197

4"t52 4 4.163.0

56.524 .7 56.37 6 .7

5s.928 6 55,793 6

s9,807 0 7r.355 6

26,600.0 26.600 0

3.109.0 3.109.0

1.557.0 1,557 0

r.1,443.0 25,768 0

6^30r.0 6,455 6

6.060 0 6,060.0

il.969.3 13 r07.3

1.523 0 4.523.0

1,3140 i,3140

3,6r0.0 4.503.0

11.9t0.0 15,225.0

1slt)0 15500

1,5 1 5.0 1,560.0

3,790 0 3,800.0

2.314.0 2,390.0

165,066.8 178,216.3

75,459 4 87,852.6

45.7 19 3

6,487.5
1,747 .5

4.7 40 0

-1 1l..) 1

861

4.t52.1

56.626,8

s6 0)1 7

i) 0s1n

22370.0

3.285 0

t,482 0

I1,157.0

6.146.0

5qt60

I I,501 0

C \)1rl

r.3 15.0

3,568 0

iJ 7i7 0

3,500.0

1.375 0

3.770.0

2.176.0

156.3I1 7

67.701 4

4J )

n<

-1 5

65

05

-4.6

03

-03

-0.7

r9 3

lran
Kuwait

lraq

Saudi
Arabia
Venez

Nigerii

Russiz

18.4

/.)

9.5

'24 

7

2l
0.6

3

0.3

3.3

8

16.4

GDP=
Sq.kn
TOE =

Sour,
*Sou
+*So

Proven Natural Gas Reserves 1997-200 I . rvith percentage change lbr 2000-200 I in the last column

Source: OPECJnnual Statistical Bulletrn.200l, p.36 [http:ir'lvwrv.opec.org/]
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0.5
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0.3
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Table-3. International Comparison of Energy Intensities 1997

Lnergy Intensiry"

(roE/us$1000)

GDPi Capita Area

us$ (1000

1,767 1,648
14,420 18

1,178 438

8,962 2,150

5,078 916

315 924

2,290 17,075

Population Population

Densill-

(thousands)

64,583 39
2,275 126

23,600 54

20,810 10

24,600 27

130,296 141

144,979 8

GDP

(billion

lran 1.03 **

Kuwait 0.56 *

lraq 0.99 **

Saudi 0.76 *

Arabia
Venezuela 0.71 "

Nigeria 2.85 *

Russia 0.57 *

114.1
32.8

27.8

186.5

124.9

41.1

388.2

Gl)P : gross domestic product
Sq. km. : square kilomelers
TOlr : tonnes of oil equivalent

Source: \\nvw.opec.org/PublicationsiAB/pdflA800200 i .pdf)
*Source:http://earthtrends.wri.org/country_profries/index.clin?therne:6&rcode:3
+ * Source:Derived flom http://pdf.wri.org/middle-east-2000-energy.pdf.
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